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   1. When transporting linen what are the required degrees of separation?
   Answer: There are no required number of  barriers – there must be a impermeable barrier between soil and                                
clean eg. Bins, bags, load bars

   2. If a hospital is requiring HLAC accredited linens from an HLAC facility, are scrubs required to be 
HLAC Accredited laundered as well?
  Answer:  No – this is a hospital policy only. However, if  the policy is in place, JC can 
ask to see documentation that this is in fact being done.

  3. Do linen room personnel need to wear scrubs that have been laundered by an 
HLAC accredited laundry?
  Answer:  No- this is a hospital policy only. Again – if  the policy states this, then JC 
will/can observe this to be in effect.

 4. We are told that a hospital needs to have x number of hours of linen at all times, 
is that accurate? (linen room, beds, floor, soil, truck on the way?)
  Answer:  No- the federal requirement is that there is a written policy for emergency preparedness and JC will 
ensure during the survey that it (the policy) is being followed. 

  5. A surgical services director shared with me- “Joint Commission said we are not permitted to have holes 
in any sheet” is this true?
  Answer:  No, there is no standard with this statement. It is a quality issue and would be individually interpreted 
by the individual surveyor.

  6. A customer reported they were “dinged” due to linen overhang on their exchange carts, is this a real 
policy?
  Answer: Overhang in and of  itself  is not mentioned in any standard, however overhang can increase the risk of  
cross-contamination and could result in a citation if  the surveyor observed an infection control issue. 

  7. What environmental factors does the Joint Commission take notice of in clean and soiled linen rooms? 
(temp, pressure, windows, sink, food etc.)
 Answer: Dust and dirt in the room, receiving door open, linen on the floor, any dirty/clean linen together, if  the 
room is shared with other supplies, if  the linen is covered/encased during transport.

  8. Is there an acceptable fabric for cart covers?
  Answer: No specific fabric is required. It must be an impermeable cover.

 9. All linen must be covered in linen room- true?
  Answer: Yes – do to it being a receiving room with high dust risk.

 10. What are the quality standards for linen on the floors? Is there a level of understanding for pin holes and 
incontinent pads that have little staining?
 Answer: There is no JC standard for this item.

11. It is understood that cardboard is not to be stored next to linen. What type of materials are acceptable as 
a barrier between cardboard and linen?
 Answer: There should not be any cardboard in the hospital. This is due to the fact that it cannot be cleaned and 
therefore harbors pathogen growth which is an infection control issue.
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 12. Are there any standards or white paper documents addressing Emergency Department cubicle/
bay stocking of linen?
 Answer: No. There is no standard addressing linen storage in specific areas. Storage in the cubicle is 
permitted if  the storage is contained. If  it is exposed or otherwise contaminated during the care of  a 
patient, it must be removed when the patient is discharged. This is contingent upon written handwashing 
policies being observed as followed by the surveyor.

 13. Should all linen be removed from Emergency Department cubicles between patients? If not, what 
is considered acceptable storage to avoid cross contamination?
 Answer: Hospital policy dictates if  stored linen must be removed between patients. The surveyor will 
observe if  the facility policy regarding linen storage is being followed. Acceptable storage – the linen must 
be contained, as above.

 14. During a survey, what is the most common citation in regards to linen?
 Answer:  Uncovered linen is overwhelmingly the most common citation during a survey.

 15. If a closet is used on the unit for linen storage only - walk-in or not - can the shelves be wood and 
can they be left open to air or must they be covered
 Answer: Shelving cannot be wood in a healthcare facility as the material is permeable and is at high risk 
for pathogen growth – the shelves must be a material that can be cleaned. If  a closet is used for nothing 
but linen, the linens do not have to be covered – if  there are any other items stored in the same closet, the 
linen must be covered.

 16.  How far from the ceiling can linen be stored?
 Answer: The top shelf  must be at a minimum 18 inches from the ceiling

 17. Do linen carts actually being worked out of need to be covered? Or just at the end of the work 
shift?
 Answer: They should be covered at all times to protect the cleanliness of  the product.

 18. Some customers have switched from reusable ISO gowns to disposable ISO gowns due to the 
check box requirement. Is there a standard that says ISO/ OR Barrier gowns are only good for so long 
and does Joint commission require this check box?
 Answer: This is a manufacturing requirement – if  the manufacturer has a written requirement regarding 
the care or of  the life duration of  their product, compliance must be evident. 

 19. Are small washers in hospitals held to the same standard as laundries like Paris? If there are 
different standards what are they? i.e. wash times and temps.
 Answer: All requirements are the same regardless of  where the linen is processed.

20. Do the rules change in different states- Pa NJ Cal?
Answer: They could – each Department of  State could be different.

 21.  Is there a length of time or wash recommendation for cubical curtains? Some hospitals are as 
needed some do bi-annually and some do quarterly.
 Answer: Cubicle curtain manufacturer recommendations must be followed on this item. If  there are 
no specific recommendations in regard to the cleaning by the manufacturer, then there must be a facility 
policy as well as documentation that the facility policy is being followed for cleaning.
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 22. Is it a policy that hospital has to send personnel to plant once per year? If yes, are specific roles 
required?
 Answer: If  the facility contracts with an HLAC accredited laundry, a yearly visit is not required. If  the 
facility contracts with a service that is not accredited, yearly visits are required.

23. Are there any standards for processing of linen, mops, cubicle curtains? i.e. water temp, cleaning 
of equipment, etc. Asking for industrial and in-house
 Answer: Yes –  in-house cleaning is not recommended due to the mix of  soil and clean in the same room.

 24. Does clean linen being delivered to floors need to be covered? If so what is a sufficient cover? (flat 
sheet, our plastic?)
 Answer: Yes – It just has to be a impermeable cover

 25. Behavioral Health floors state they are dinged for strings on gowns and pj pants, is this true?
 Answer:  Yes – due to the ligature risk

 26. Behavioral Health floors also saying they get dinged for plastic soil bags.  However you will see 
plastic garbage bags. How is that acceptable? 
 Answer: The garbage should not be in plastic bags.

 27. I heard that one inspector asked for the white mesh bags to be removed from the clean carts. What 
is the acceptable practice for the collection of rejected linen?
 Answer:  Reject linen bags should not be housed on or connected to the clean linen carts due to risk of  
cross contamination. There is no proof  that the linen was not in the patient room.

 28. Are titration reports (lab reports) from the plant needed on a regular basis?
 Answer: Yes

 29. What specifically does JC state is the required wash time, type of chemicals and temperature? 
Does JC understand how time, chemicals and mechanical action affect the wash cycle and is that taken 
into account in their recommendations?
 Answer: JC does not author policies regarding these items. However, JC will observe the documentation 
of  the facility proving compliance with the facility’s written policy/procedure.

 30. Where can we obtain a set of current JC regulations for reference?
 Answer: The standards are available at: https://www.jointcommission.org/assets/1/18/standards.pdf
 
31. What information is required on an annual basis to be collected by the hospital for JC? i.e.: Wash 
Chemistry, Laundry SOP’s, etc.?
 Answer: Nothing – the contract must be available if  requested.

Paris prepared this document after a meeting with JACHO.  The answers are what Paris believes is 
accurate based upon the meeting. It is the hospitals responsibility to know and understand JACHO 
regulations.


